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STEM
STEM does it again! Thank you, Mrs. Attar and Mrs.

Markowitz, for leading our students to a series of notable
achievements, at CIJE Innovation Day at American Dream Mall

in New Jersey, including Smart Cabinet by Dassi Berry and
Chana Leba Klainberg, who won 1st place in Workplace

Solutions as well as Best Pitch. Two other teams won Best
Pitch making Bais Yaakov winners of pitch rooms: Schedulizer
by Nava Golburgh and Maytal Ehrlich and Bright and Brilliant
Toybox, by Aliza Bloch, Ayelet Goldberg, Leah Blashka and

Temima Grove. Bais Yaakov competed against 600 other
projects! Thank you to all the students who participated for

your creative and ingenious projects! 

ZAVA ZONE
Zava Zone was once again a great hit and all who

participated had a truly fun time. Thank you Discovery
and Mrs. Feldman for making this happen and thank you

students for bearing the bus problems and heat with
your trademark good cheer and resilience. Kudos to all
those who participated in the Chodesh Nissan program
and thus became eligible for the trip. Thank you to

Rabbi Goldfeiz, Rabbi Aharon Tendler, and Mrs. Grove
for offering such stimulating learning opportunities to
those who stayed behind and did not attend the trip. 

STUDENT SHABBOS
Student Shabbos lived up to its reputation of providing

excitement and fun at the same time that it offered
inspiration and great learning opportunities. Thank you

to the G.O. for this grand affair, to advisors Mrs.
Krakauer, Mrs. Goldstein, and Mrs. Rabenstein, to our
devoted faculty attendees, and to guest presenter Mrs.

Katina from Monsey.The Shabbos will be long
remembered for its unique flavor and enjoyment.

RECENT SPEAKERS
Recent speakers included Rabbi Moshe Hauer, Executive Vice

President of the Orthodox Union, who offered Ninth
Graders an orientation for their upcoming trip to

Washington, D.C. and Dr. Jakobovits, Bais Yaakov Va’ad
Hachinuch Chair, who spoke to the Tenth Grade about “Torah
and Science”, as relating to their Chumash studies this year in
Chumash Bereishis.Dr. Ring spoke to the Twelfth Grade about

Dor Yeshorim, and Rabbi Schaffel of Chicago introduced
ideas to members of our faculty from his experience with

troubled teens, through his Lebeinu organization.

June 2 - 3rd Grade Shmona Esrei Siyum
June 11-14 - Shavous Break

ZAREMBSKI STEM LAB DEDICATION
On Wednesday May 29, our High School STEM Lab was

officially dedicated by Dr. Allan and Mrs. Karen
Zarembski, “In Honor of Their Grandchildren and a New
Generation of STEM Students”. The Zarembskis visited the

lab and were truly impressed with the teachers and
students, and their work. Dr. Zarembski spoke to the
students about his appreciation for their ability to see
their projects through, from theory and design to the
creation of something tangible. Thank you to Mrs. Ora

Attar, STEM Faculty Advisor and Mrs. Simona Markowitz,
STEM Assistant. We are very grateful to Dr. and Mrs.

Zarembski for their generosity and the opportunity this
gives our students to be successful in the area of STEM.


